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Part Two: Jojitsu, Ritsu and Hosso Traditions 

translated by Leo Pruden, deceased, formerly: College of Oriental Studies. Los 

Angeles 

EDITOR'S NOTE: 

I n Ibis issue we continue Ibe publication of Leo 
Pruden's translation of Ibis very important 

work on !he history of Buddhism from lhe Japa
nese tradition. In Ibe previous issue Ibe translator's 
preface appeared togelber wilb Ibe aulbor' s pref
ace and Ibe fust chapter on Ibe Kusha. or 
Abhidharmako~ Tradition. The entirety of !he 
translation will appear in subsequent volumes. 
This work will also appear as apartoflbe TIipifJlka 
Translation and Publication Project of Ibe B ukkyo 
Dendo Kyokai. For furtller information concern
ing Ibis project, see Ibe closing pages of Ibis issue. 

THE JOJITSU TRADITION 

[1.] Question: Why is Ibis Tradition called Ibe 
Jojitsu Tradition? 

Answer: It is called Ibe Jojitsu Tradition 
because !he ](JjilSu-ron is its basic, aulboritative 
text. The word ]ojitsu (Skt Taltva-siddbi, or 
SSlya-siddln) signifies an exposition of all of Ibe 
trulbs wilbin Ibe Three PifJlkas as spoken by Ibe 
Talb1igata Theaulboroflbis Commentary says, in 
a passage where he narrates his intention, .. ... for 
I wish to truly expound on Ibe trulbs wilbin Ibe 
Three PifJlkas." 

[2.] Question: This Commentary was composed 
by whom, how many years after Ibe Extinction of 
Ibe Talbmgata? 

Answer: In a period some nine hundred 
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years after Ibe Extinction of Ibe Talhmgata, a 
scholar of Ibe Sarvmsuvadin School, KwnaraJab!ha. 
had a chief disciple by Ibe name of Harivarman. 
Harivarmandespisedhis teacher's views and Wlder
standing as being very shallow and inferior, and so 
he took Ibe outstanding points from Ibe various 
sectarian traditions, brought Ibem togelber and 
formed one Tradition out of Ibem. 

During Ibe Yao-Ch'inDynasty, Ibe Tripilaka 
Master Kummtajlva translated Ibis work, and dis
seminated it. This work consists of sixteen folio 
volumes and is made up of some two hundred and 
two chapters. Chinese masters composed many 
commentaries on Ibis work, and it was also studied 
in Japan. 

[3.] Question: The Jojitsu Tradition is primarily 
included wilbin which one of Ibe twenty different 
Hlnayma groups? And what are Ibe outstanding 
principles of Ibese various groups? 

Answer: Various opinions differ wilb re
spect to determining the original affiliation of Ibe 
JlJjitsu-ron. Some say that it relies on the 
BahuSrutiyas; some say Ibat it relies on Ibe Sau
trantikas; some say Ibatit searches for(= tends to) 
Ibe Mahayana in its commenting on Ibe Hinayma; 
some say Ibat it relies on the Dharmaguptakas; 
some say that it adopts Ibe outstanding points of all 
of Ibese various groups, Ibat is. !he best points of 
Ibe Hinayma; and some say Ibat it relies on Ibe 
MahIAru;akas. 

Also Ibe Three Great Dharma Masters of 
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the Liang Dynasty, that is: the Dhanna Master Fa
yiin of the Kuang-che-ssu Monastery, the Dharma 
Master Chih-tsang of the K'ai-yuan-ssu Monas
tery, and the Dhanna Master Wen-min of the 
Chuang-yen-ssu Monastery, these three masters 
all said that the ]ojitsu-ron is Mahayana .... The 
Tien-t'ai MasterChih-i, and the (San-Iun) Ma~ter 
Chi-tsang both judged this work to be Hinaylina 
The Nan-shan (Vinaya) MasterTao-hsiian, and the 
Ling-chih (Vinaya) Master Yiian-chao both said 
that the work is "partial Mahayana," which was the 
same opinion that they held for the DharmaguptJJka 
Vinaya. Thus the various opinions of these masters 
were all different. 

Mter the time of the Ching-yen-ssu Master 
Hui-yuan, and the Tien-t'ai Master Chih-i. many 
shared the opinion that judged this work saying. 
"The ]ojitsu-ron is the best of the Hinayana ...... 
However the Nan-shan (Vinaya) Master Tao
hsiian held that in its teaching the work was 
Hinayana. but that its principles had points in 
common with the Mahayana .... Many say that 
within the lIinayana, the ]ojirsu-ron relies in many 
points on the Sautrlintikas ... , or that it belongs to 
the Dharmaguptakas .... 

As for its best points, this Tradition fully 
elucidates two types of Emptiness, and thus it 
posits two types of Meditational Insight Firs~ 
there is the Meditation into Emptiness: in the way 
that there is no water within a pot. in this way there 
is no soul (SkI: pudgala, or Iftman) within the Five 
Skandhas. This then is the Meditation into the 
Emptiness of a Soul. Second. there is the Medita
tion into Soullessness: in the way that there is no 
substantial reality in the nature of the pot, in this 
way all of the dhannas of the Five Skandhas are 
only Provisional Names. This then is the Medita
tion into the Emptiness of the dhannas. These are 
its outstanding points, since it elucidates these two 
Emptinesses. 

[4.] Question: If this is the case, it cuts off the 
two clingings. and so reveals the two Emptinesses. 

Answer: This is not so. Although it dis-
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cusses the two Emptinesses. it only cuts off (the 
delusions of) views and of thoughts, but it does not 
cut off the hindrance of intellectualization (SkI: 
jiieya-iIvlHII1)a). It has only a very profound intel
lectual understanding. 

This Commentary elucidates some twenty
seven stages of the Wise and the Saintly in 
embraCing all of the stages of the Wise and the 
Saintly. These twenty-seven are: 1. the practice of 
following through faith lies in the stage of (obtain
ing wisdcm) by hearing and by (discursive) thought; 
2. the practice of following the Dhanna lies in the 
stage of the Four Roots of Good; 3. the practice of 
no-characteristics; the above two persons have 
now entered into the Path of Insight (SkI: darSana
marga), and now all three of these persons practice 
the approach to the state of Srotlfpanna; 4. the fruit 
of Sror5panna; 5. the practice which approaches 
the state of Sakrdlfgifmin; 6. the fruit of 
Sak{dlfglfmin; and 7. the practice which approaches 
the stale of Anlfgamya, 

Within the state of Anifgamya there are 
some eleven types of persons; 1. one who attains 
the state of AniIgamya in the interval (SkI: ant1JnI
bhava) between death (in KlfmadhlItu) and birth (in 
RiipadhiItu); 2. one who attains the state of Anlfga
my a soon after birth (in RiipadhiItu); 3. one who 
attains the state of Anilgamya upon its practice (in 
RiipadhlItu); 4. one who attains the stale of AnlIga
my a (in RiipadhlItu) not after practice (but only 
after the elapse of time); 5. one who attains 
Anifgamya by desiring prajiiiI (= within the fourth. 
or highest. stage of RiipadhlItu); 6. one who attains 
Anlfgamya by desiring samlIdhi (= after being 
reborn in the highest stage of ArupyadhlItu); 7. one 
who attains Anilgamya after being often reborn (in 
Kifmadhiltu. and without being reborn in either 
Riipadhiltu or ArupyadhlItu); 8. one who attains 
Anilgamya in this life; 9. one who attains AnlIga
my a after hearing the teaching and practicing the 
Way; 10. one who attains Anilgamya through his 
own understanding; and 11. one who attains 
Anilgamya in his present physical body. Together 
with the above seven types of persons. these make 
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in all some eighteen types of persons, and these are 
all called Learners (SkI: Saik~). 

The following nine types of persons are all 
Non-Learners (SkI: A!aik~): 1. one who still has 
the possibility of regression (from the fruits of 
enlightenment); 2. one who protects himself (so 
that lbere is no possibility of falling away); 3. one 
who seeks death (so as not to lose the fruits of 
enlightenment); 4. one who attains a nature that 
cannot regress; 5. one who feels he must advance; 
6. one wbo has a nature tbal cannot be destroyed; 
7. one who is liberated through pnljni; 8. one wbo 
is liberated from both (the bindrance of the defile
ments and the bindrance of intellectualization); 
and 9. one who attains the state of non-regression. 
Togelber with the above eighteen, these form the 
twenty-seven stages of the Wise and the Saintly. 

Some eighty-four dharmas embrace all of 
the various dharmas. Although this Tradition bas 
not yet progressed into the Mahayana, it is the most 
outstanding of the Hinayilna. This is troly to be 
marvelled at! Perhaps this is Mahayana! All of the 
various dharmas are only subsumed into the One 
Truth of Extinction. The principle of Emptiness is 
quiescent, but all of the various dharmas are 
posited with respect to it A f1l1ll attachment to the 
substantial dharmas dissolves away like ice, and 
all of lbe many phenomenal images-provisional 
existence- are as profuse as a forest. (Emptiness 
and Existence) fuse together like space, and mar
vellously interpenetrate: these teachings are pro
found! 

THE RITSU TRADITION (R1SSHO) 

[1.] Question: Wby is this Tradition termed the 
Ritsu (= Vinaya) Tradition? 

Answer: The Vinaya Pi{aka (= Ri/su-zd) is 
its basic, authoritative text, so itis termed the Ritsu 
Tradition. 

[2.J Question: How many sectarian divisions 
are lbere with regard to the Vinaya Pi{aka ? 

Answer: There are various sectarian divi-
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sions to the Vinaya Pi{aka. There is a two-fold 
division, a five-fold diviSion, an eigbteen divi
sions, and a five hundred-fold division. 

In the fifty-odd years during wbich the 
TatMgata was in the world, He preacbed in a 
dispersed manner to fit the variety of buman 
capacities. After He entered into Extinction, His 
disciples assumed the leadersbip (of the Sarpgha), 
and they compiled (the Pi{aka), and this compila
tion is termed the single worle. This is the Great 
Vinaya PifJl/al. recited in eigbty sections. 

For one hundred years after the Extinction 
of the Buddha, the five masters. one after the olber, 
faithfully transmitted the Vinaya Pi{aka. It was of 
one flavor, and there was not yet any divisions of 
it into differing views. 

After a period of one hundred years, this 
text gradually came to be divided into two sectar
ian divisions, five divisions, twenty divisions, and 
even into five hundred divisions. These differing 
views arose in contention, like stormy waves. Such 
was also the case with the scriptures and commen
taries. 

As the Tripi{aka's teachings radically di
vided, so too did its Vinaya Pi{aka come to form 
differing collections according to these differing 
views. Thus did the Pi{akas divide, forming vari
ous literary corpora In this way lbe number of the 
divisions is very many, but they do not exceed in 
scope the twenty sectarian groups. Thus with 
regard to the Vinaya there are also twenty sectarian 
divisions. Each of these various sectarian groups 
were diffused widely throughout all of India. 
However, there were in all only four Vinaya 
Pi{akas and five commentaries on them which 
were transmitted into China. 

The four Vinayas are: 1) the Vinaya in Ten 
Redta.tions, which make up sixty-one fascicules in 
its Chinese translation. This is the Vinaya Pi{aka of 
the Sarvllstivldins; 2) the Four-fold Vinaya which 
makes up sixty fascicules. This is the Vinaya 
Pi{akaofthe Dbarmaguptakas; 3) the MahllslfdghiJca 
Vinaya which in Chinese translation comprises 
forty fascicules. This is the Vinaya Pi{aka of lbe 
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Sthaviraviidins. those who. of the two original 
divisions within the Sangha were inside the cave, 
since the name "Mahlism"lghika" is common to 
both groups; and 4) the Five-fold Vinaya which in 
lranslation comprises thirty fascicules. This is the 
Vinaya Pitaka of the Mahi~. Only the 
Pnitimok$a section of the Vinaya Pitaka of the 
~yapiyas was lransmitted to China; the full text 
has not yet been introduced to China. All these four 
Vinaya Pi.Uikas were lranslated into Chinese, and 
all of them were circulated in China, but the only 
one that was to be carried on in later ages was the 
Four-fold Vinaya tradition of the Dhannagup
takas. 

The five commentaries are: I) the Vinaya
mat{k§ and 2) the Mat{k§, these are Sarvlistivlidin 
works; 3) the Clear-Sighted Commcnuuy which 
explains the Dharmaguptaka VinayaPitaka; 4) the 
Sarvlistivada-§aStrawhich comments on the Vinaya 
Pitaka of the Sarvlistivlidins; and 5) the Commen
uuy of Clear Understanding which is a commen
tary on the Vinaya Pitaka of the SaIlunitiyas. 

In addition to the above. various other 
Vinaya works of the Miila-Sarvlistivlidins. such as 
the Pi-na-yeh Lii, in the New Translations (of [
ching), have also been lransmitted to China Nev
ertheless, it was the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya Pitaka 
that had the deepest ties with this land, China 

In ancient times, before the time of the 
Vinaya Master Chih-shou (566-{)35), all of the 
various Vinayas were in confusion, and there was 
not one that was exclusively studied to the exclu
sion of all others. Chih-shou composed the Wu-pu 
ch'ii-fen ch'ao ("On the Differences between the 
Five Vinaya Pitakas"), and the Vinaya Master of 
Mt. Chung-nan, Tao-hsilan (595-667) wrote the 
Chieh-shu, the Yeh-shu, and the Hsing-shih-ch' ao, 
wherein both these masters examined the circum
stances of first ordination in China; both of these 
masters relied exclusively on the Dharmaguptaka 
Vinaya Pitaka in their examinations of the nature 
of this ordination, and they also relied on this same 
Vinaya Pifaka in discussing the practices subse
quent to ordination. From that time up to the 
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present, it has only been this school of Vinaya 
practice and study that has been lransmitted to 
Japan. It is for this reason that we shall narrate the 
essentials of the arising of but this one Vinaya 
tradition, that of the Dharmaguptaka~, and so 
explain the history of its lransmission and diffu
sion. 

[3.] Question: At what period did this Dhanna
guptaka Vinaya tradition first begin to flourish? 

Answer: Before the various sects divided 
one from another, only one flavor of the docbine 
was faithfully transmitted. While the Tathligata 
was still in the world, He preached the Dharma in 
a dispersed manner, to suit the variety ofindividual 
capacities. One hundred years after the Extinction 
of the Buddha, the scriptures were compiled, and 
were widely circulated. In a period one hundred
odd years after the Extinction of the Buddha, the 
Arhat Dharmaguptanarrated (a new Vinaya Pitaka) 
which accorded with his views, thus creating a 
separate sectarian group. It was at this time that this 
Vinaya Pitaka first appeared. 

[4.] Question: When was this tradition transmit
ted to China, and to Japan? 

Answer: During the Ts' ao Wei dynasty the 
Venerable Dharmaklila first carried out an ordina
tion ceremony. During the Yao Ch'in dynasty, the 
Tri-pitaka Master BuddhayaSa first (translated 
and) transmitted the complete text of a Vinaya 
Pi{llka. This is the history of the transmission of 
the precepts into China. 

As for Japan, in the pas~ during the Tempyo 
period, two Japanese masters, YOei and FusbO 
travelled to T' ang dynasty China, and there they 
requested the Preceptor (Skt: maM-upadhyliya) 
Chien-chen (Jpn: Ganjin) of the Ta-ming-ssu 
Monastery (to come to Japan). He promptly ac
ceded to their request and began on his journey to 
Japan. The calamities encountered on his way 
were extremely numerous, yethe regarded them as 
nothing. For some twelve years he bore the diffi
culties of the open sea, being thrown back to shore 
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by heavy waves six times. His will remained 
totally unwearied. and on Ute sixUt occasion (sic) 
he finally reached Japan. He was requested to 
reside as abbot in Ute TOdaiji Monastery. 

The joy of Ute Emperor ShOmu, Ute princes, 
and of all Ute coun officials was unbounded. They 
had an ordination platform erected in front of Ute 
sanctuary of the main image, Vairocana, and there 
an ordination ceremony was carried out. The 
Emperor, the Empress, in all some four hundred 
persons, all received the precepts. Later (this 
ordination platform) was moved to Ute west of the 
Great Buddha Sanctuary. and Utere it was con
structed separately in the Kaidan' in (= Ute Chapel 
of the Ordination Platform). From that time for
ward until the present, these ordinations have been 
performed yearly, without interruption. 

In all of the provinces of Japan, the teach
ings of the precepts and of the Vinaya Pifaka were 
at this time very widely practiced, and Ibere was no 
one who did not study them. In addition the 
TOshOdaiji Monastery was constructed, from 
whence the precepts and the Vinaya Pifaka were 
uansmitled and propagated. This has continued 
wilbout interruption up to Ute present day. The 
uansmission of the teaching of Ute precepts and lbe 
Vinaya Pi(8ka to Japan is solely due to lbe efforts 
of Ute Great Preceptor Chien-chen. 

[5.] Question: How many patriarcbaJ masters 
does this Tradition recognize? 

Answer: From the Venerahle Ka§yapa up to 
lbe recent Sung dynasty, their numbers have been 
many, both in general enumeration, and in their 
more specific enumeration. They are as follows. 

The Buddha is the Master of lbe Teaching, 
needless to say (so He is not counted); thcn there 
is lbe Venerahle K!§yapa; Ananda, Madhylotika. 
SAI)livasa. Upagupta, Dharmagupta, and Dhar
makrua; the Vinaya Masters Fa-ts'ung, Tao-fu, 
Hui-kuang, Tao-yiin, Tao-hung; Ibe Vinaya Mas
ters Chih-shou, Ibe Mt Chung-nan Master Tao-
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hsOan, Chou-hsiu, Tao-heng, Hsing-kung, Hui
ch'eng. Fa-pao, Yuan-piao, Shou-yen. Wu-wai, 
Fa-ying, Ch'u-heng, Ts'e-wu, Yiln-k·an. Ts'e
ch'i. and Yuan-chao. 

If, however, we count lbe patriarchs starting 
from Ibe origins of this specific (Dharmaguptaka) 
school to Ibe master Tao-hsiian, we fmd lbatlbere 
are nine palriarchs. since we take the count starling 
with the Venerable Dharmagupta Tbe order after 
Tao-hsiian is as given above. If we look to the 
Japanese uansmission, we will bave the Vinaya 
Masters Tao-hsiian, Hung-ching, Ganjin (=Chien
chen) Dais6jo. HOshin (= Fa-chin) Daisl1zu, NyohO 
(= Ju-pao) SMsl1zu, Buan Sojo, and others. 

[6.] Question: Does the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya 
Tradition have many variant schools within it? 

Answer: There were in the Tang dynasty. 
Each of the Vinaya Masters-the Vinaya Master 
Fa-Ii of the Hsing-chou school, Tao-hsiian of Mt. 
Chung-nan, and Huai-su of the Eastern Pagoda 
(Ch: rung-c'a) of Ta-yuan-ssu Monastery-set up 
differing interpretations, and their disciples and 
followers contended one with another. These are 
termed the three schools of the Vinaya Tradition. 

Ganjin Wl!io (SkI: upldhyaya) brought 
both the Ta-shu ("The Great Commentary") of Fa
Ii and the fine works ofTao-hsiian to Japan, where 
all of the various temples and monasteries spon
sored lectures on these three Tang dynasty scbools. 
Later however, it was only the school ofTao-hsiian 
that survived. All the other schools ceased to be 
cultivated, having fallen into disuse. 

For truly in the teachings of Nan-shan 
Vinaya school (= the School of Tao-hsUan), the 
precepts and their subsequent practice are in mu
tual harmony; the practice of the precepts and their 
external features are both perfect. Tbe Mahayana 
and the HInayloa paths are harmonized, and 
learning and practice are in perfect union. 

Various masters in both the past and the 
present have vied one with another in praising this 
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school. and the worthies and scholars of all Tradi
tions studied and practiced (this Tradition's teach
ings). In the case of Tao-hsiian' s Hsing-shih
ch' ao. there were some seventy-three scholars who 
wrote commentaries on it. Those of this same 
Tradition, and those in other places both held Tao
hsiian in the highest esteem. Who is like unto this 
patriarchal master! What other person has heen so 
praised by worthies and by saints! 

Speaking in broadest terms, from the time 
of the translation of the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya 
Pi(.aka, the number of the various masters who 
composed commentaries on it approach some 
twenty persons. However, the most essential of 
these commentaries are only three: I) the Liich-shu 
("The Abbreviated Commentary"), in three chiian. 
by Hui-kuang; 2) the Chung-shu (''The Medium 
Length Commentary"), in ten chiian, by Fa-Ii; and 
3) the Kuang-shu ("The Extended Commentary") 
in twenty chiian, by Chib-shou. These are termed 
the "Three Essential Commentaries." Now the 
teachings of the three T' ang dynasty schools
those of Fa-Ii. Tao-bsiian, and Huai-su-are largely 
embraced within these three works. 

The Master Ting-pin composed a commen
tary on the Commentary of Fa-Ii. the Shih-rsung i
chi in ten chiian. Tao-hsuan upheld and maintained 
the Commentary of Chib-shou, and so (the teach
ings of Chib-shou) are one with the teachings of 
Tao-hsiian. The Ssu-fen K'ai-rsung chi, in ten 
chiian, by Huai-su circulated alone throughout the 
world (= without benefit of commentary). F..acb of 
these works can be said to have exbausted the 
glories (of the Vinaya Tradition). and all have 
come to serve as reputable guides. Towards the end 
of the T'ang dynasty (all these works) flourished 
in the capital. Loyang. In addition there is the Pi
ni T'ao-yao, in three chiian, of the Master Tao
shib, which differs only slightly from the other 
commentators. 

The major and minor commentaries on the 
Dharmaguptaka Vinaya Pi(.aka are all of them in 
large measure identical (in content) with those of 
Tao-hsiian. All of the commentaries of these six 
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masters were transmitted to Japan, but now those 
which are popularly studied are those of the school 
ofTao-hsiian, with the new principles of Ting-pin 
also occasionally being studied. We shall not 
narrate the differences in the Vinaya teachings of 
these three schools, for fear of being prolix. 

There are five major works among Tao
hsiian's literary corpus: I. the IIsing-shih-ch'ao, in 
three chiian, but now in twelve chiian; 2. the Chieh
shu, in four chiian, but now in eight chiian; 3. the 
Yeh-shu, in four chiian, but now in eight chiian; 4. 
the Shou Pi-ni i-ch' ao in three chiian: originally in 
three chiian, the last chiian bas been lost; there is 
now only the fust and second chiian, and these are 
now divided into four chuan; and 5. the Pi-ch'iu
ni ch 'ao, in three chuan, but now in six chuan. 

Tao-hsiian composed his own commentar
ies to his Chieh-shu and Yeh-shu, and these 
together with his minor works on Vinaya, and with 
his other literary compositions, form a voluminous 
corpus, which cannot be listed in detail here. The 
Nan-shan Vinaya Tradition primarily studies these 
five major works. But its basic text is the 
Dharmaguptaka VinayaPi(.aka, in sixty chiian, and 
its commentary, the Clear-Sighted Commentary. 

[7.J Question: What are the teachings elucidated 
by this Tradition? 

Answer: This Tradition elucidates the pre
cepts, of which there are two types. First are the 
prohibitive precepts, the five groups (of rules in the 
Vinaya Pitaka) that put an end to evil; second are 
the injunctive precepts, the various practices of 
good, such as thel'o§lldhaceremony, etc. All of the 
precepts taught by the Tathlgata are completely 
embraced by these two types of precepts. Thus the 
principles expressed by this Ritsu Tradition are 
nothing more than these two, the prohibitive and 
the injunctive precepts. 

(In the Vinaya Pi(.aka,) fust, the two 
prarimoqas are termed the prohibitive precepts, 
and then the following twenty Skandhakas are the 
injunctive precepts. The two pradmok~as are those 
for monks and for nuns. The precepts that bhiksus 
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and bh~uf.\iS uphold are termed "the full number 
of precepts." 

If we ftrst explain !he precepts for the 
monks, from among those precepts taught in the 
pratimok$B. then there are 250 precepts for monks, 
and these are divided into some eight divisions. 

First (of !he eight divisions) are the p~ikII 
precepts, which are four in number: the precepts 
against unchastity, against robbery, against mur
der, and against bragging (about having attained 
rcJdbJ). 

Second are !he SBllgMdMt1$Sprecepts, which 
are thirteen in number: !he precepts against I) 
intentional entission of semen; 2) touching a 
woman; 3) harsh language; 4) praising oneself in 
order to receive piija; 5) acting as a marriage go
between; 6) building a dwelling too large; 7) 
receiving a building that is too large from a donor; 
8) slandering another wi!hout cause; 9) indicting 
another with having committed transgressions 
greater !han he actually committed; 10) encourag
ing schism in the saIpgba; 11) aiding someone in 
creating schism in !he saIpgha; 12) not heeding a 
charge of deftling the donations of laymen; and 13) 
not heeding the admonitions of the saIpghathrough 
obstinacy. 

Third are the indeterminate (SkI: aniyarK) 
precepts, which are two in number: the precepts 
against I) being with a woman in a secluded place, 
and 2) being with a woman in a public place. 

Fourth are the nissagiya-pray&cittika pre
cepts, which are thirty in number: these precepts 
concern extra robes, not wearing the robes, extra 
bowls, and going on !he begging rounds, etc. 

Fifth are the priIy&cittika precepts, which 
are ninety in number: these precepts concern lying, 
disruptive speech, digging !he earth, destroying 
vegetation, drinking alcoholic beverages, eating at 
forbidden times, etc. 

Sixth are the four pratide$anlya precepts. 
which concern receiving donations of food wi!hin 
the monastery (and not on begging rounds), and 
receiving donations of food from laymen who are 
S~. 
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Seventh are the one hundred rule& of train
ing (SkI: Aik$B-kara{liya), which concern the proper 
wearing of the robes, laughing loudly, jumping 
around, etc. 

Eighth are the seven methods of settling 
disputes (Skt: adhiklll3lla-Aamatha): litigation based 
on what one has seen, and litigation based on what 
one remembers, etc. 

Theseeightdivisions embrace all of the two 
hundred and ftfty precepts. 

These eight divisions which embrace all the 
precepts can also be divided into ftve sections: I. 
the pliriiiikas and 2. the SBllghifdiAt1$S precepts 
embrace the two types of transgressions as given 
above; 3. !he priIy&cittika combine with the nis
sagiya-pray&cittikaand the priIy&cittika precepts 
to form one section, embracing in their number one 
hundred and twenty precepts; 4. the pratide$anlya 
precepts, as above; 5. the du$1q:ta precepts, which 
comhine with the two indeterminate precepts, the 
one hundred rules of training, and !he seven 
methods of settling disputes, forming one section, 
and embracing a total of one hundred and nine 
precepts. 

And again, all these transgressions can be 
included in six groups: I. the ~ik5s, 2. the 
saflghidiAe$as, 3. the sthu}atyayas, 4. the 
priIy&cittikas, 5. the pratide$anlyas, and 6. the 
du$1q:tas. These are the six groups. 

If we were to elaborate upon the du$k{:tas, 
then there are seven groups. Five are all as above: 
sixth is evil actions (the du$k{:tas proper), and 
seventh is evil speech (Skt: durbhi(;itas). 

Of !hese seven groups, the ~ik5s, the 
sallghidMc$as, the priyaAcittikas, and the 
pratide$anlyas are identical to the above divisions. 
The categury of sthulatyayas embraces all of the 
major and minor transgressions not included in the 
du$k{:tas with reference to them either as cause or 
as result. The du$k{:tas of the above groups and all 
the other major and minor du$k{:tas are embraced 
within "evil actions" and "evil speech." 

Thus apart from these seven groups, there 
are no further transgressions, because the six 
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groups, and the seven groups completely embrace 
all the lraJlsgressions. 

Next, we shall explain the nuns' precepts. 
The precepts of the bhik$u(lis are, as itemized in 
the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya Pi[aka, three hundred 
and forty-one precepts, grouped into six divisions; 
1. eight ~ikiis, 2. seventeen saiJghiidiS~, 3. 
thirty nissagiya-pdYaSciUikas, 4. one hundred and 
seventy-eight pdyaSdUikas, 5. eight praridclaniyas, 
and 6. one hundred rules of training. The nuns' 
precepts do not have the two indeterminate pre
cepts. 

There has traditionally heen a debate con
cerning the seven methods of settling disputes, 
(concerning whether they are included within the 
nuns' precepts or not): some say that they are, and 
some say that they are not. Now then, according to 
Tao-hsilan, !bey are there in principle, but are not 
in fact in the Vinaya Pi[aka, since that section of 
the text is abbreviated. Thus there may be seven 
divisions (to the nuns' precepts). If one were to add 
the seven methods of settling disputes, then there 
would be a total of three hundred and forty-eight 
precepts. These precepts also do not exceed the 
five sections, which may be known by referring to 
the monks' precepts. These form the two parts of 
the full Vinaya Pi[aka text The classification of 
the teachings as presented in the first half of the 
Vinaya Pi[aka is as given above. These are the 
prohibitive precepts. 

Next, the twenty skandhakas of !be last half 
of the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya Pi[aka are the 
injunctive precepts. They are: 1. "On Receiving the 
Precepts" (Pravyajyl-skandhaka); 2. "On Reciting 
the Precepts" (Po$sdha-skandhaka); 3. "On Re
treats" (VIII'$B-skandhaka); 4. "On the End of the 
Retreats" (Prav~l-skandhaka); 5. "On Leather 
Goods" (Carms-skandhaka); 6. "On Robes" 
(Civara-skandhaka); 7. "On Medicine" (Bhai$Bjya
skandhaka); 8. "On the Kathina Robes" (Kaibina
skandhaka); 9. "On the Monks in Kosambi" 
(Ko$lmbaka-skandhaka); 10. "On the Monks in 
Campa" (Campa-skandhaka); 11. "On Censuring" 
(Pl{I<!ulobitaka-skandhaka); 12. "On Persons" 
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(PudgaJa-skandhakJl); 13. "On Hidden Faults" 
(Plrivl$ika-skandhaka); 14. "On Suspending the 
Pratimok$B" (Po$adhasthiipana-skandhaka); 15. 
"On Schism" (Samghabheda-skandhaka); 16. "On 
Eliminating Disputes" (Adhikarlllla-$amaths
skandhaka); 17. "On Bhik~ul,lis" (Bhik$u(li-skand
haka); 18. "OnDharrna"(Dhanna-skandhaka); 19. 
"On Dwellings" (Savana-ifsana-skandhaka): and 
20. "Miscellaneous" (K$udraka-skandhaka). These 
are what are called the twenty Skandhakas, and 
these are, all of them, the injunctive precepts. 

However, these two halves of the Vinaya 
Pi[aka mutually interpenetrate one with another: 
the prohibitive precepts contain injunctive pre
cepts, and the injunctive precepts contain prohibi
tive precepts. Although they mutually interpene
trate, it is with reference to their respective primary 
teachings that !be two halves have been judged and 
have been assigned to either the prohibitive pre
cepts, or to the injunctive precepts. 

If we view these precepts with reference to 
Tao-hsuan's Five Major Works-the IIsing-shih
ch 'ao, the Chich-shu, and the Yeh-shu are called 
the Three Major Works-tben we may say that the 
Chich-shu contains the details of the practice of the 
prohibitive precepts. and the concomitant actions 
that aid these prohibitive precepts; the Yeh-shu 
narrates with great clarity the practice of the 
injunctive precepts, the official legislative actions 
of the SJII1lgha, by any of the three types of groups, 
that is, of four monks or more, of one monk, or of 
two or three monks; the IIsing-shih-ch' aoexplains 
both the prohibitive precepts and the injunctive 
precepts to equal perfection; his Pi-ch 'iu-ni-ch 'so 
specifically elucidates both the prohibitive pre
cepts and the injunctive precepts of the bhik~ul)iS; 
and the Shou Pi-ni i-ch'ao largely explains the 
probibitive precepts. 

Thus, all of these works of the Master Tao
hsUan rest on these two types of precepts: the 
prohibitive precepts and the injunctive precepts. 
These two types of precepts have both general and 
specific characteristics. Generally speaking, all 
good actions are embraced in these two types of 
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precepts, but speaking specifically, they are as 
explained only by reference to this Vinaya Tradi
tion. Now then, the two types of precepts spoken 
of here are those referred to in the Vinaya Tradi
tion, but even so there is some reference to their 
more general characteristics. 

[S.] Question: Are the total number of precepts 
of the monks and nuns limited to these (mentioned 
above)? 

Answer: No, they are noL The total number 
of monks' and nuns' preceplS are numberless and 
limitless. To have decided on a definitive number 
was due to the fact that these precepts were 
legislated according to circumstances. 

Both the number of monks' and nuns' 
precepts have three levels (of understanding): in 
their broadest form, (the monks' precepts) are 
numberless; in their median form, they consist of 
three thousand rules of discipline (SkI: sam vam) 
with their sixty thousand minute rules; and in their 
most abbreviated form, they consist of the two 
hundred and fifty precepts. 

The precepts of the nuns have three levels 
(of understanding): in their broadest form they arc 
innumerable: in theirmcdian form, they consist of 
eighty thousand rules of conduct, with their one 
hundred and twenty thousand minute rules; and in 
their most abbreviated form, they consist of the 
three hundred and fony-eight precepts. 

A scripture speaks of "the five hundred 
precepL~," but this is merely a name, having no 
specific characteristics. As the Master Yuan-chao 
says, "If we speak with reference to (the Absolute) 
Realm, the precepts are without number; nevenhe
less, the number two hundred and fifty serves as a 
guide to conduct." Such is also the case for the 
nuns' precepts. 

Thus, when the two congregations-monks 
and nuns-receive the fuU number of precepts in 
ordination, they both receive these numberless, 
limitless number of precepts. The precepts are 
equal in number to space, and their sphere perme
ates the Dharmadhiitu. There are no precepts that 
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are not Perfec~ and so they are termed "all the 
(Perfect) precepts." 

The Five Precepts (SkI: pailca-§i1a), the Ten 
Precepts (SkI: c1Ma-$ila), and the Six Rules, are 
extracted from out of the total number of (two 
hundred and fifty) precepts, for the gradual induce
ment of people of various capacities: these form an 
uplya (an expedient means) leading to the total 
number of precepts. One gradually progresses and 
advances with them, until one fina1Iy attain~ to the 
uncommitted stage, which (naturaUy) possesses aU 
the precepts. Because of this there are said to be in 
aU four ranks of precepts: the Five Precepts. the 
Eight Precepts (SkI: ~{§Ilga-samanvlIgaropavfsa), 
the Ten Precepts, and the fuU number of precepts. 
If we add the Six Rules, then there is a total of five 
ranks. 

There are seven groups of persons within 
Buddbadharma, which groups are set up (by these 
five types of precepts). These seven are: 1. bhik$u, 
and 2. bbik$1J.!Ii. these two groups of persons have 
both undenakcn the fuU number of precepts; 3. 
$ik$M1llll'a. who undenakes the Six Rules ofTrain
ing; 4. ~era and 5. kiImlll'eriklI, who both 
undenake the Ten PrecepL~; 6. uplsak:a and 7. 
upII5iklI, who both undenake the Five Precepts. 
The fmt five groups of persons are those who have 
left the housebolders' life (= clerics), and the last 
two are still in the householders' life (= laymen). 

Although the precepts of the $ik$M1llll'as. 
the MlImlll'eras, and the kiImlll'eriklis are in num
ber the Ten Precepts, etc .. when it comes to the 
actual upholding of them, they are like unto a fuUy 
ordained monk (or nun). The Eight Precepts of 
Abstinence are clerical precepts undenaken by the 
laity. Nevertheless, these precepts are included in 
those precepts kept by the laity, the uplsak:as and 
the upII5iklis. There are no other groups of persons 
(within Buddhism) outside of these seven. 

The Five Precepts are: I. the precept against 
the taking of life; 2. the precept against stealing; 3. 
the precept against illicit sexual practices; 4. the 
precept against lying; and 5. the precept against 
drinking liquor. The Eight Precepts of Abstinence 
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are: the fltSt five are as above, except that the 
precept against illicit sexual practices becomes a 
precept against all sexual activity; 6. the precept 
against putting perfumes or oils on the body; 7. the 
precept against seeing or listening to songs and 
dances; 8. the precept against using high and broad 
beds; and 9. the precept against eating at forbidden 
times. The Sarvlstivlda-Mstra says, "'Eigbt are 
precepts, the ninth is abstinence; wben counted 
together there are thcnnine."Tbe Ten Precepts are: 
the fltSt nine are as above; and 10. the precept 
against grasping gold, silver, and jewels. 

The Six Rules of Training are: 1. the rule 
against killing any living thing; 2. the rule against 
stealing even three coins; 3. the rule against 
touching (a man); 4. the rule against lying; 5. the 
rule against drinking liquor; and 6. the rule against 
eating at forbidden times. 

Of these seven groups of persons within the 
Buddhadharma, thcre are three groups for men: 
bhik~u. ~eI3, and up5saka; and four for 
women, namely, the other four. 

[9.1 Question: How many teacbings does this 
Tradition set up to embrace all of the various 
teacbings? 

Answer: The Master Tao-bsiian sets up two 
types of teachings, that of converting and that of 
legislating, in order to embrace the full lifetime 
teaching of the Buddha. These are also termed the 
teaching of converting and the teacbing of prac
tice. The teaching of converting is the teachings of 
samldhi and prajiflas taught in the Scriptures and 
in the Commentaries, the Four Agamas, etc. The 
teaching of legislating is the teaching of the 
precepts as taugbt in the Vinayas, such as the 
Dbarmaguptaka Vinaya Pi{1lka. 

Now thcn, this Tradition is a teaching based 
on the VinayaPi{1lka and so it regards the precepts 
as primary. If the practice of the precepts is 
purified, then samldhi and prajifl arise automati
cally. Thus, if one fltSt upbolds the precepts, and 
guards against faults in one's actions, samldhi and 
prajifl then, and only then, put down and cut off 
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mental deftlements and errors. 
It is for the purpose of obtaining bodhi that 

the precepts are legislated; it was never for any 
worldly benefit The path to holiness of all the 
Three Vebicles cannot be establisbed in the ab
sence of the precepts, so berein lay the reason that 
the Tathiigata initially legislated the precepts. 
[Tbis is the explanation of Tao-bsiian]. 

[10.] Question: It is popularly said, "'(Keeping) 
the Five and the Eigbt Precepts brings retribution 
in either human or deva realms. The Ten Precepts 
and the full number of precepts bring forth arbat
ship." What does this signify? 

Answer: This is not necessarily true. If one 
keeps the Five of the Eigbt Precepts, one will then 
receive-as a retribution based on sucb as a 
cause-rebirth as a human or as a deva. If one 
keeps the Ten Precepts, or the full number of 
precepts, one will then receive-as a retribution 
based on sucb as a cause-the end result of 
arhatship, that is I1inaylioa arbatship. It is based on 
this that the popular saying is as given above. 

If, bowever, one views this from the point 
of view of the intention (Skt: Maya) of the person 
undertaking the precepts, this is not the case. As 
the Master Yuan-cbao says, ''There are four groups 
of precepts: the Five, the Eigbt, the Ten, and the 
full number of precepts. Now if any of these are 
undertaken by one of dull capacities, they will all 
lead to worldly good. If they are undertaken by one 
of superior understanding, then they will form the 
basis for Enlightenment." Thus, we sbould re
member that the precepts differ according to the 
individual's capacities. This is the teacbing of this 
Tradition, the purpon set forth by Tao-bsiian. 

[11]. Question: To wbich of the two, the Maha
yana or the Hinaylioa, does the Shibun (= Dharma
guptaka) Ritsu Tradition belong? 

Answer: The judgments of the various 
masters of the Ritsu Tradition differ with respect 
to this. The Master Hui-kuang said, "The Dbarma
guptaka Vinaya Tradition is Mahayana .... " The 
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Masters Fa-Ii and Hsiian-yiin both said that this 
Tradition" .. . is purely Ilinaylina." The Master 
Tao-hstian said, "This Dhannaguptaka Tradition 
is. in its principles, Mahayana." Now then, this 
latter judgment has in large measure become 
authoritative. 

The Yeh-shu sets up five points in which the 
Dhannaguptaka VinayaPif8kais Mahayana. The.o;e 
are: I. the Arhat Dabba searched for a higher goal; 
2. B uddhahood was bestowed on all aeatures with 
the phrase, "Mayall sentient beings together attain 
Buddhabood!"; 3. the vijMrui perceives external 
phenomena; 4. monks were addressed as "Sons of 
the Buddha"; and 5. the peoalties for infractions of 
the precepts were determined according to the 
intention of the transgressor. In these points, the 
Dbannaguptaka Vinaya Pif8ka far surpasses all 
other Vinaya works. It is truly profound. 

Each one of all of the above various pre
cepts has four aspects: I. the precept itself, for 
precepts legislated by the Tathagata apply to all 
situations; 2. the nature of the precepts: the person 
receiving the precepts generates this. and it be
comes ahsorbed into the consciousness. This 
Dbarmaguptaka Tradition, relying upon the J(Jjitsu
ron (= the Ch' eng-shih lun), bolds that an element 
neither pbysical matter nor mental constitutes this 
nature; 3. the practice of the precepts: upon receiv
ing the precepts, they are earned ou~ and the three 
actions-{)f body, speech, and mind-are thus 
formed; and 4. the external aspect of the precepts: 
these virtues are manifested outwardly, and so 
become a model of conduct for others. Each one of 
the many precepts possesses all of these four 
aspects. 

[12.] Question: Be they Mahayana or Hinaylina, 
what are the basic practices and the resultant 
attainment posited in the doctrines of this Tradition 
and in the ideas of Tao-hsilan? 

Answer: The teachings of this Tradition are 
basically Hinaylina, as the Dbannaguptaka Vinaya 
Pif8kais concerned with those persons ofHinaylina 
capacities. Nevertheless, in principle it is Maha-
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yana. as it obliges persons of such capacities to 
gradually progress (to the Mahayana). It is 
Hioaylina, because as Hinaylina there is nothing 
that it does not include. And it is partially Maha
yana. since as Mahayana there is nothing that it 
does not anticipate. This is the purport of the 
teachings of this Tradition. 

According to Tao-hsiian, the lifetime teacb
ing of the Tathligata, both Mahayanaand Hinaylina, 
is divided into Three Teachings: I. the teaching of 
the Emptiness of Nature (SkI: svabhfva-$i1nyal8j; 
this includes all Jrmaylina teachings; 2. the teach
ing of the Emptiness of External Characteristics 
(SkI: Jak$illla-$i1nyal8j; this includes all shallow 
Mahayana teachings; and 3. the Perfect Teachings 
of Cognizing-Only (SkI: vijiiapti-matral8j; this 
includes all profound Mahayana teachings. 

Now then, this Dhannaguptaka Vinaya Tra
dition is but one aspect of the teaching of the 
Emptiness of Nature. Nevertheless, Tao-hsilan' s 
heart lay in the Perfect Teaching of Cognizing
Only, which he regarded as a perfect interfusion of 
the Three Learnings, the unimpeded perfect prac
tice. In his Yeh-shu, Tao-hsiian elucidates the 
essences of the precepts as discussed in various 
schools, and be presents the significance of three 
schools; the School of Existence and the School of 
Emptiness are both included in the teaching of the 
Emptiness of Nature. And the teaching of the 
nature of the precepts is that of the teaching of 
Cognizing-Only. 

Both the Mahayana and the Hinaylina each 
recognize the Three Learnings (SkI: triQi $ik~). 

But in the Three Learnings of the Perfect Teaching 
of the Mahayana. the Learning of the Precepts 
refers to the keeping of the three-fold pure pre
cepts, and a seed (SkI: bija) in the fJayavijillna is 
held to constitute its nature. SamMhi and prajill 
are the practice of Cognizing -Only . Samatba ("still
ing") and vipa$yana ("insight") carried out to
gether are held to constitute its characteristics. The 
precepts (Skt: $ila) are none other than samMhi 
and prajlflI; there is not one precept that is not 
samMhi and prajiIlI. SamMhi and prajiIII are none 
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other than the precepts; there is no aspect of these 
that is not of the precepts. This is tenned the 
practice, and the characteristics, of the perfect 
interfusion of the Three Learnings. 

The three-fold pure precepts mentioned 
above are: I. the precept that embraces all rules of 
conduct, which cuts off all evil; 2. the precept that 
embraces all good dharmas, which is the practice 
of all good; and 3. the precept that embraces all 
crearures, which means to bear (the sufferings of) 
all creatures, and to bestow the Ultimate Benefit 
(of Enlightenment) upon them. These three-fold 
pure precepts are also a practice that perfectly 
interfuses, so that these three precepts. each one of 
them, perfectly and totally embraces all of the 
various precepts. For instance. the precept against 
taking life embraces the three-fold pure precepts, 
and such is the case for all of the precepts. And so 
it follows that if one upholds one precept, all of the 
three-fold pure precepts are then totally upheld. 

Although this is the practice of but one 
precept, yet it broadly embraces all (lit "the ten 
thousand") precepts; although this may be of the 
duration of one moment of thought, yet it instantly 
spans three aslHilJehyeya kaJpas. The three 
asaIilJehyeya kalpas are not negated, and yet this 
one moment of thought is recognized; this one 
moment of thought is not ignored and yet the three 
asariJkhyeya kalpas are really spanned. Long and 
short are unhindered; creatures and the Buddha are 
the same; all phenomena mutually interpenetrate, 
and all the various external characteristics are 
identical one with another without end. How can 
this not be profound and marvellous! 

Now then, for the purpose of abbreviation, 
we shall not discuss either the precept that em
braces all good dbarmas, nor the precept that 
embraces all creatures. 

There are three categories to the precept that 
embraces all the rules of discipline: I. the precepts 
that lead to separate liberation (SkI: pratimok~a
sila); 2. the precepts that (necessarily) accompany 
sarnadhi; and 3. the precepts that (necessarily) 
accompany Enlightenment. 
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Within the fust of these, the precepts that 
lead to separate liberation, there are three aspects 
to its activities, namely, the precepts as upheld by 
one's body, one's speech, andone'smind. Whereas 
the precepts upheld by one's body and one's 
speech have two aspects-those precepts upheld 
by both Mahayana bodbisattvas and Hinayiina 
M§vakas, and those precepts not upheld by the 
Hinayiina srii.vakas but only by Mahayana 
bodbisattvas-the precepts relating to mental ac
tion are precepts upheld only by Mahayana 
bodbisattvas. For this reason, the precepts received 
by IIinayana M§vakas are merely one part of those 
precepts relating to the actions of the body and 
speech held by both Hinay!inists and Mahayanists. 
The precepts tanght in the Dharmaguptaka Vinaya 
Pi!aka are these precepts. Nevertheless, the 
Dharmaguptaka Vinaya Pifaka partially corre
sponds to the Mahayana precepts relating to men
tal activity. Because of this (the Mahayana pre
cepts) contain the Hinayana precepts. 

Now then, this Mahayana Tradition regards 
the precepts held in common by both the Hinayiina 
and the Mahayana as being included within the 
three-fold pure precepts, in order to reconcile and 
to subsume them all within the Mahayana 

The precepts taught in the Hinayana Vinaya 
Pifaka are, all of them, the greater, perfect, and 
sudden (Mahayana) precepts, and have no separate 
characteristics apart from them. Being pure, one, 
and of greatest perfection, these rules for the seven 
groups of persons are totally identical to those of 
the Hinayana Vinaya Pifaka, because these are as 
recognized within the first of the three-fold pure 
precepts, the precept that embraces all the rules of 
discipline. 

This is the purport of the teaching concern
ing the Teaching and its resultant insight of Tao
hsilan, the disposition of those followers who 
receive, follow, understand, and practice the pre
cepts. However, in the receiving of the three-fold 
pure precepts, there is a general receiving (of all 
the three) and a separate receiving. When all of the 
three precepts are received, this is tenned the 
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general receiving. The receiving of only the fust of 
these three precepts. the precept that embraces all 
the rules of discipline, is termed the separate 
receiving. 

Now then, as maintained by Tao-hsuan, the 
perfect precepts relating to mental activity as 
transmitted in a correc~ Hinayana karma-vacana 
ceremony, are what correspond to this separate 
receiving of the precept that embraces all the rules 
of diSCipline. When one then later receives the 
Bodbisattva Precepts, this is what corresponds to 
the general receiving of all of the three-fold pure 
precepts. 

The followers of this Ritsu Tradition re
ceive both the general receiving and the separate 
receiving (of the three-fold pure precepts) within 
a ritual enclosure (SkI: sima) and the precepts of 
both the (Hinayana) Vinaya Pitaka and the 
(Mahayana) Bomma-kya (Ch: Fan-wang ching) 
are all upbeld. The two terms, "general receiving" 
and "separate receiving" originated with scbolars 
of the HossO (= Yogacara) Tradition, but its 
principles lie within the spbere of the Nan-shan 
Vinaya Tradition of Tao-bsuan. 

The legislation of the five sections and 
those for the seven groups in the SJlI!Igha arose 
fromamong the Mvakas, and yet its practice spans 
the Mahayana. Clear are the true teachings of the 
Yuga-ron (= YOgfW11-bhiimI). and the judgments 
of Tao-bstian. 

If the disposition of the devoree but resides 
in this Tradition, bow can the marvellous result 
wbich is B uddbahood he far away! 

THE IIOSSO TRADITION 

[1.] Question: Wby is this Tradition termed the 
I1ossO Tradition? 

Answer: It is termed the HossO (tangible 
characreristics of the dharmas, SkI: dharma-lak~a) 
Tradition because it determines the characteristics 
and the nature of all of the various dharmas. 
Broadly speaking this Tradition bas some four 
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names. 
Firs~ it is called the Tradition of Cognizing

only (Yuishiki-shii. SkI: Vijiiapti-mlilIata) because 
the major purport of this Tradition is to elucidate 
the fact that there is only (yui-; -mflIatiC) mental 
concepts (-shiki: vijiIapti-). Second, it is called the 
Perfect and True Tradition wbicb is in Accord with 
Reason (Jpn: Ori-enjitsu-shii) because all of its 
teacbings are in accord with the Truth. Third. it is 
called the Teacbing wbich is Universally for all 
Vebicles (Jpn: Fiiijii-kyif) because it embraces all 
of the Five Vehicles. Fourth, it is called the FIossiJ
shil because of the reason given above. We now 
present only one of these names. 

[2.] Question: Wbich scriptures and commen
taries does this Tradition rely upon for its author
ity? 

Answer: Tbere are some six scriptures and 
eleven commentaries whicb are quoted in the la
yuishiJd-ron. The six scriptures are: the Kegon. 
gya, the Gejin-mikkya, the Nyorai-shutsugcn
kudoku-shiJgon-kyo, the Abidatsuma-kya. the 
RyiJga-kyll, and the Kogon-kyo. Tbe eleven com
mentaries are: the Yuga-ron, the Ken 'ylJ-shakyii
ron, the ShiirylJ-ron, the Shii-daijiJ-ron, the Jiiji
kylJ-ron, the Fumbetsu-yuga-ron, the Ben-chil
ben-ron, the Nijii-yuishiki-ron, the Kan-s(Jen-ron, 
and the Zashii-ron. 

Speaking generally however, some five 
major commentaries, or ten subsidiary commen· 
taries are all the textual authorities of this Tradi
tion. Nevertheless the Gejin-mikkya Scripture, 
and the Yuga-ron and the lo-yuishiJd-ron Com
mentaries especially serve as a guide to the study 
(of this Tradition). 

[3.] Question: Who does this Teaching regard as 
its patriarchal masters? 

Answer: The various generations of the 
lineal succession of this Teaching in the three 
countries is clear. 

Some nine hundred years after the Extinc
tion of the Tathagata, the Bodbisattva Maitreya 
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descended from Tu~ita Heaven, down to the coun
uy of Ayodhya in India, and there in the Lecture 
Hall of Ayodhya he preached the five major 
commentaries. The spiritual stage of the Bodhisattva 
Mailreya was that of the Tenth Bhiim~ and he was 
transmitting that which he had personally heard 
when the Tathiigata was in the world. The marvel
ous truth of the Middle Way. which is neither 
emptiness nor exislence, is truly a clear mirror 
within all of the various teachings. 

The Yuga-ron, in its one hundred scrolls of 
text, evaluates all of the various teachings. For this 
reason it is called the Commentary which Broadly 
Comments on All the Various Scriptures (Jpn: 
kiishalru shiikyo ron). 

Next, there was the Bodhisattva Asanga, 
whose spiritual stage was that of the First Bhiimi. 
He succeeded upon the Bodhisattva Maitreya, and 
he widely disseminated this Tradition. Asanga 
made detailed commentaries on all of the writings 
of the Bodhisattva Maitreya, and he composed 
commentaries upon the teachings of the Buddha 
Siikyamuni. 

Next. in a period some nine hundred years 
(after the Extinction of the Tathagata), there was 
the Bodhisattva Vasubandhu, the younger brother 
of Asanga. He was a bodhisattva who had clearly 
attained the four roots of good. He succeeded upon 
the Bodhisattva Asanga and widely disseminated 
this Tradition. 

Vasubandhu composed explanatory com
mentaries based upon Maitreya's Commentary (= 
the Yuga-ron). Initially, Vasubandhu had studied 
the Hinayana, and had composed some five hun
dred commentaries upon it. Later. he disseminaled 
the Mahayana, and again he composed some five 
hundred commentaries on it. He thoroughly pene
trated the teachings of all of the texts of the whole 
lifetime leachings of the Tathiigata. 

Nex~ there was the Bodhisanva Dharmaplila, 
who profoundly understood the commentariallit
erature of Vasubandhu. and who widely dissemi
naled the teachings of Maitreya. Being a Buddha 
of this, the Bhadra Kalpa, he gave an explanatory 
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revelation from out of the sky. All the non
Buddhists with their perverse clinging, closed their 
mouths and were as dumb. The various sectarian 
traditions of the Hinayana all folded in their 
tongues and were as stammerers. Thus did the non
Buddhists and the Hinayanists of India all say, 
"The Mahayana has only this one man .... " 

Next, there was the Commentary Masler 
Silabhadra, who was as a great general in the 
Transmission of the Buddhadharma. During his 
age, he far transcended ordinary persons. He 
transmitted all of the teachings of the Hoss!!, and 
commented upon the whole lifetime teachings of 
the Tathligata. 

These five great commentary masters were 
all of them great masters, transmitlers of the 
Dharma in India. 

Next, in the early years of the Great Tang 
Dynasty in China, there was the Tripi!Jlka Master 
Hsiian-tsang. He traversed the distant, shifting 
sands on his journey to far away India. There he 
eventually met the commentary masler Silabhadra, 
who was widely disseminating this Tradition. The 
master Silabhadra has waited long for Hsiian
tsang, and he transmitted to him all of the leachings 
of the Hoss6, that is, the Five Major Commentar
ies, and the Ten Subsidiary Commentaries, omit
ting nothing. Finally, Hsilan-tsang returned to 
China, where he widely propagated this Tradition. 

HSiian-tsang had some three thousand stu
dents, seventy disciples who were spiritually ad
vanced, and four chief disciples. Indeed, the whole 
realm went to him in allegiance, and the whole 
counuy within the four seas paid court to him. He 
translated an exceedingly large number of the 
various scriptures, Vinayas. and commentaries, 
both of his own Tradition and those of other 
Traditions. HSiian-tsang is the fIrSt of the patriar
chal maslers of the Tradition in China, and he is the 
sixth patriarchal master in the Indian lineage of 
succession. 

Next, there was the Dharma Master K'uei
chi. He was the chief disciple of the Tripi!Jlka 
Master Hsiian-tsang. His wisdom and his under-
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standing far surpassed the ordinary. Succeeding 
upon the TripiJaka Master Hsiian-tsang, he widely 
transmined this Tradition. K'uei-chi was "the 
masler of the one hundred volumes of commentar
ies," a manifestation of a Bodhisattva of the Tenth 
BhiImi, amaster whose outstanding qualities stand 
out as a flower among weeds. The whole world 
looked to him in allegiance. He was given the 
honorific posthumous title of "the Great Master of 
the Tz'u-en Monaslery" (= lion-daishI). 

Ne~t, there was the Great Master IIui-chao 
of Ssu-cbou, who succeeded upon the Great Mas
ter of the Tz' u-cn Monasrery, K' uei-chi. He widely 
disseminaled this Tradition. 

Next there was the Great Masrer Chih-chou 
of P' u-yang, who succeeded upon the Great Mas
ler of Ssu-chou. Hui-chao. He broadly transmilled 
this Tradition. 

These then are the generations of the line
age succession in the land of the Great T' ang 
Dynasty. 

There have been some three transmissions 
of this Tradition into Japan. First, the two monks. 
Chih-I'ung and Chih-ta received these leachings 
from the Tripi!al<a Master Hsiian-tsang. Second, 
the Dbylina Masler Chih-feng, of the Kingdom of 
Silla. received these teachings from the Tripi!al<a 
Master HsUan-lSang, and initially transmit!ed them 
to the monk of SOjlJ rank Gishin, of Japan. He 
propagated this HossO Tradition in the Yuima-do 
(of the KObukuji Monaslery). Third, the monk of 
SlJjlJrank GembO, ofJapan, wentto T' ang Dynasty 
Cbina, wbere be studied under the guidance of the 
Greal Master of P·u-yang. Cbih-cbou. Returning 
10 Japan, be transmit!ed the teachings 10 the monk 
of SojlJ rank, Zenjii. 

From thai time 10 the present there bas been 
a continuous trnnsmission of these leacbings; the 
monasleries bave been filled with those who 
cultivated this study up to the presenlday, with no 
inlerruption. All of these masters were a multitude 
like unto dragons and elephants. and the spears of 
their wisdom and their eloquence were buly sbaIp; 
all of them bad the outstanding qualities of lions. 
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and the roar of their delermining (buth from error) 
was exceedingly loud and fierce. The wbole land 
ofYamato (= Japan) was widely spread about with 
the HossO teachings. What other Tradition can 
malch this? 

In the above narration nothing bas been 
omitted with respect to the lineage succession of 
this Tradition in the three countries. 

[4.] Question: How many periods of the teach
ing docs this Tradition posit in order to embrace 
the whole lifetime teacbings of the TatMgata? 

Answer: This Tradilion posits some three 
periods of the leaching in order to embrace all of 
the lifetime teacbings of the TatMgata. This is the 
clear teaching of the Gejin-mikkylJ. 

First, there is the teaching of existence. 
During the flJ'St of these chronological periods the 
Buddha elucidates. for those wbo aspire after the 
Vehicle of the Sravakas, the teaching of the 
emptiness of the self and the existence of the 
dharmas, thus destroying the c1ingings of the non
Buddhists for a substantial self. All of the various 
Hinaylina groups are included within this teaching. 
For now bowever. we sbaII speak of this leaching 
from the point of view of its teaching of e~istence. 

and all of the other (Hinaylina) groups may he 
subsumed within this. 

Second, there is the teacbing of emptiness. 
The Buddha, in this the second chronological 
period of His leacbings, elucidates, for those wbo 
aspire afler the Mahayana, the teaching that all of 
the various dharmas are empty, in order to destroy 
the above clinging afler substantial dharmas. 

Third, there is the teacbing of the Middle 
Way. In this. the third of the chronological periods, 
the Buddha taught the teacbing of neither empti
ness nor existence, in order to destroy the above 
one-sided c1ingings to existence or to emptiness. 

Nevertheless, the flJ'St period reaches exis
tence with reference to its temporary, dependent 
(Skt: panllanlnl) nature (Jpn: et.aJdsM). The sec
ond period teaches emptiness with reference to 
clinging to (false concepts 00 a self. It is not yet 
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the fully revealed teaching of the Three Natures, or 
of the Three Non-natures. Thus. these fIrSt two 
periods are "the not yet fully revealed teachings," 
for they are philosophical positions easUy leading 
to argumentation. In the third period. the Three 
Natures and the Three Non-natures are fully taught. 
Because of the illusory (SkI: parikalpitJJ.) nature of 
existence (Jpn: henge-shoshii-shi5). there is no 
existence. But because of the temporary. depen
dent (SkI: psraflmtra) nature (Jpn: etBkishi5) of 
things. there is no non-existence. This is the 
marvelous truth of the Middle Way. neither emp
tiness nor existence. It is from its very beginnings 
apart from the two extremes. aod immediately 
enten on to the right path. This is the most 
profound of the whole lifetime teachings of the 
TatMgata, and especially the most marvelous of 
all of the eighty( -four) thousand teachings. All of 
the most profound Mahayana scriptures. such as 
the Kegon-gylJ. the Gejin-mikkylJ. the Kong(j
my(j-saishlJ-(j-kylJ. the Hokke-kyo. the Neban
gylJ. ele .• are included within this period. All of the 
PrajMpfnlmit5 scriptures are included within the 
second period. All of the various Hinayiina groups 
are included within the second period. 

[5.J Question: Are these three periods a chrono
logical sequence. or are they an ideational se
quence? 

Answer: Scholars differ in their opinions 
with respect to this. Some say that the three periods 
are a chronological sequence. some othen say that 
the three periods are an ideational sequence of 
different teaChings. and some others say that the 
three periods are a combination of both ideational 
and chronological sequences. 

[6.J Question: Is the Middle Way. which is 
taught within these three periods. posited with 
respect to the Three Natures? Oris the Middle Way 
elucidated with respect to one dharma (= with 
respect to anyone of the Three Natures)? 

Answer: There are two teachings with re-
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spect to thiS. The first one says that the Three 
Natures are seen with respect to the Middle Path. 
The second one says that the Middle Path is one of 
these dharmas. Many. however. hold that the 
Three Natures are given with respect to the Middle 
Path. and that the Middle Path is also one of these 
dharmas. 

[7.J Question: How is emptiness taught in the 
second period? 

Answer: Thc-re are two teachings in this. 
The fust holds that emptiness is taught based on 
the teaching of the illusory narure of things. and 
that it teaches only in its hidden meaning that all 
things are empty. The second holds that emptiness 
is taught based on the Three Non-Natures. 

[8.J Question: How many different types of 
Vehicles does this Tradition posit? 

Answer: The teachings of this Tradition 
posit some Three Vehicles and Five Natures. The 
Five Natures are: fllSt there are those with the 
deflDitive nature of a Mavaka; second. those with 
the definitive nature of a pratyekahuddha; third, 
those with the definitive nature of a bodhisattva; 
fourth. those with no set nature; and fIfth. those 
sentient beings without any natures. 

Those beings of the Two Vehicles with their 
deflDitive natures attain to the fruit taught within 
their own vehicles. and in addition they attain an 
entry into extinction without any residue. Those 
who have the nature of a bodhisattva perfect the 
practice of the two benefits (= benefitting oneself 
and othen). and are awakened to the Greatest 
Bodhi. Those sentient beings without any natures 
are by their natures without any undefiled seeds 
(Jpn: shoji; SkI: bijas); they have only defiled 
seeds. If they do progress. then they sball be reborn 
among bumans or devas. but this is as high as they 
shall advance. 

[9.] Question: Do those beings of the Two 
Vehicles (= Advakas and pratyekabuddhas) who 
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enter into extinction. ever return to the round of 
birth and death? 

Answer: Not for those who have entered 
into (extinction) without residue, for their bodies 
are reduced to ashes and their intellects are extin
guished, and all of their cognizing consciousnesses 
are extinguished. How can there be for them any 
return to the round of birth and death? Those 
persons with no defmitive natures will certainly 
convert to the Mahayana, and they shall not enter 
into this extinction. When they do convert (to the 
Mahayana). they enter into the fIrst mental stage of 
the Ten Stages of Faith. And from the First Abode, 
they enter into the stage of the asarflkhyeyakaJpas, 
and attain to buddhahood. 

By nature there is within the capabilities of 
all sentient beings these fIve different natures. For 
this reason then the Buddha gives an appropriate 
dharma to each one of these capacities or faculties. 
Thus, there is by necessity some Five Vehicles. 
Those sentient beings without any natures are 
those beings of the Vehicles of Humans and 
Devas; those beings with defInitive natures of the 
Three Vehicles constitute those beings of the 
Three Vehicles. Those with no defInitive natures 
are those beings common to any of the Three 
Vehicles, as is appropriate. In this manner then 
there are some Five Vehicles. However. if we 
speak with reference to those Vehicles which are 
trans-worldly, then this Tradition posits only some 
Three Vehicles. Truly the reason why this Tradi
tion is also called ''the Teaching which is for All 
Vehicles, Universally" is truly based on this. 

[10.] Question: The Hokke-kyo, and other texts. 
teach that there is only One Vehicle, and for this 
reason those beings who have the defInitive na
tures of the Two Vehicles can all attain buddha
hood. Why must this Tradition maintain some Five 
Natures? 

Answer: The teachings of the Hokke-kyo, 
and of other scriptural texts, are teachings with a 
hidden meaning. They speak of the One Vehicle 
with respect to those beings with no defmitive 
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natures; these texts do not say that all beings with 
the fIve different natures can all attain to Buddha
hood. But when (these scriptures) say "all," this 
means the "all" of one small portion. It is in the 
nature of things that these Five Natures have been 
distinct one from the other from the beginning of 
beginningless time, and they cannot be changed. 

[11.] Question: What are the characteristics of 
the cultivation of religious practices by beings of 
the Three Vehicles, and of their attainment of the 
fruits? 

Answer: ~ravakas traverse some three life
times (at a minimum), or sixty kaJpas (at a maxi
mum) and attain the fruit of arhatship. Pralyeka
buddhas traverse some four lifetimes or one hun
dred kaJpas, and attain to his fruil Bodhisattvas 
traverse three asarilkhyeya kaJpas and attain the 
fruit of Great Awakening. 

[12.] Question: How many different bodhisattva 
stages does this Tradition posit? 

Answer: In discussing this from the point of 
view of both the cause and the effect of this path, 
there is posited in all some forty-one stages. These 
are: the Ten Abodes, the Ten Practices, the Ten 
Transfers of Merit, the Ten Bhiimis, and Buddha
hood. 

If the stage Almost Equal to Enlightenment 
(Jpn: Cifgaku) is also delineated, then there are 
some forty-two stages. However, this is included 
within the (tenth) Bhiimi, "Cloud of the Dharma" 
(SkI: dharma-megha bbiim1). Also, if the Ten 
Stages of Faith are delineated, then there are some 
ftfty-one stages. However, the Ten Stages of Faith 
are included in the First Bhiimi. 

The Great Master of the Tz'u-en Monas
tery, K'uei-chi. also posits some forty-one stages. 
The Dharma Master of the Hsi-ming Monastery, 
Yuan-ts'e, posits in all some fIfty-two stages. 
These forty-one stages are grouped into fIve stages. 

First is the Stage of Preparation (SkI: 
saIiJ.bhara). This is the thirty stages before the 
Bhiimis. Second is the Stage of Additional Reli-
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gious Practice (SkI: pmyoga). After the ten stage 
of the Transfer of Merit, the four roots of good are 
delineated, and they come to make the expedient 
(SkI: up5ya) additional religious practice (Skt 
pmyoga) leading to the Path of Views (Skt: dadana
muga). Third is the Stage of Penelration. This is 
the mental state of entering into the First Bbiimi, 
the Stage of the Path of Views (SkI: riar§ana

muga). Fourth is the Stage of Cultivation (SkI: 
bMvanA:-muga). This is the stages from the mental 
state which abides in the First Bbiimi to the end of 
the Tenth BblImi. Fifth is the Stage of the Ultimate. 
This is buddbahood. These are termed the five 
stages of religious cultivation. 

[13.J Question: Wbat hindrances do persons in 
the Three V chicles cut off! 

Answer: Beings in the Two Vehicles cut off 
only the hindrance of the defilements (SkI: kle$a
IIvtmll)5). Beings who are Mahayana bodhisattvas 
cut off both of the hindrances. The two hindrances 
are: flfSt, the hindrance of the delilments; and 
second, the hindrance of intellectualization (SkI: 
jileya-livaraI}l). Each of these two hindrances is 
two-fold: that is, those that are acquired and those 
which are with a person from hirth. 

Bodhisattvas before the First Bbiimi put 
down the outward manifestations of the two ac
quired hindrances. In the First Bbiimi they cut off 
the seeds (Jpn: sbuji; SkI: bijss) of these two 
defLIements. From the Second Bbiimionwards, up 
to (but not including) the Tenth Bbiimi, in each 
BblImi they gradually cut off the hindrance of 
intellectualization which has heen with them since 
birth. When they reach the Tenth Bbiimi they cut 
off the seeds of the hindrance of the defilements 
which have been with them since birth. The 
influences of these two hindrances are gradually 
cut off in this same order, from the Second BblImi 
onwards. When one reaches the state of buddha
hood, all of these hindrances are totally cut off at 
once. 

during the period of the three asadIkbyeya kalpas? 
Answer: The three stages of the Wise, and 

the four roots of good are lraversed in the FlfSt 
Asaoikbyeya KaJpa. The FlfSt Bbiimi to the Sev
enth Bbiimi is traversed during the Second 
Asaoikbyeya KaJpa. The Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth 
Bbiimis are lraversedduring the Third Asaoikbyeya 
KaJpa. Afteronehas lraversed the three asarilkbyeya 
kaJpas, onc attains to buddhahood. 

The forty-one stages of the bodhisattva are 
divided into the Four Reliances. The stages before 
the BblImis are the First Reliance. At this timc the 
bodhisattva makes puja offerings to buddbas as 
numerous as the sands of five Ganges Rivers. The 
stages from the FlfSt Bbiimi to the Sixth BblImi are 
the Second Reliance. Now the bodhisattva makes 
pujaofferings to buddbas as numerous as the sands 
of six Ganges Rivers. The stages of the Seventh, 
Eighth, and Ninth Bbiimis make up the Third 
Reliance. Now the bodhisattva makes puja offer
ings to buddbas as numerous as the sands of seven 
Ganges Rivers. The Tenth Bbiimi is the Fourth 
Reliance. Now the bodhisattva makes piJja offer
ings to buddhas as numerous as the sands of eight 
Ganges Rivers. For these three asarilkbyeyakaJpas 
the bodhisattva makes piJja offerings in all to 
buddhas as numerous as the sands of twenty-six 
Ganges Rivers. 

During these three asaoikbyeyakalpas all of 
the various practices are cultivated, and the six 
pframi/5s are perfected. Before the Bbiimis. 
cognizing-only with respect to external character
istics is cullivated, and within the Bbiimis the 
cognizing-only aspect of internal nature is re
vealed. 

[15.1 Question: Howmany categories ofdharmas 
does this Tradition posit, in order to embrace all of 
the dharmas? 

Answer: It posits one hundred dbarmas in 
order to totally embrace all of the various dbarmas. 

[16.1 Question: Wbat are the one hundred dhar-
[14.J Question: How many stages are IraVersed mas? 
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Answer: They are divided into some five 
groups. 

First is the mind itself (cilia), which is eight
fold: the eight consciousnesses (vijif5na), which 
are eye-(consciousness), ear-(consciousness), nose
(consciousness), tongue-(consciousness), body
(consciousness). the mind, manCH:onsciousness. 
and the maya-consciousness. Second are the dhar
mas which are mental states (SkI: cailaSika dbBI
mas). There are some fifty-one of these, and 
together they are divided into some six groups: 
First are the five ever-present (Skt: sarva-traga) 
dharmas: attention (SkI: manaskara). contact (SkI: 
sJlllrla), impressions (SkI: v~, thoughts (SkI: 
samjiflf), and volitional thought (SkI: celan/fJ. 
Second are the five mental conditions which may 
or may not be conjoined with the mind (SkI: 
viniyala-dbarmas): desire (SkI: chanda), resolve 
(Skt: adimok~).rememhrance(Skt: Sll1!f1)samli:lbi, 
and prajnlI. 

Third are the thirty-one good dharmas (= 
good mental states): trust (Skt: $raddblf). energy 
(Skt: vilya), shame (SkI: bn). bashfulness (Skt: 
apatrlIpya), absence of greed (SkI: alobba), ab
sence of animosity (SkI: adv~). absence of 
ignorance (Skt: amoha). well-being (Skt: 
prasrabdlll), vigilance (SkI: apramacla). equanim
ity (Skt: upek$/f), and non-injury (SkI: abimsif). 

Fourth are the six mental defilements (Skt: 
k1~as): greed (Skt: dga). animosity (Skt: pra
tigba). ignorance (SkI: miidlu), pride (SkI: m5na), 
doubt (Skt: vicikitsif), and wrong views (SkI: 
~!J). Wrong views can be expanded into some 
five views: the view that (the five skandbas) 
constitute a self (SkI: satkaya~!J), the view of the 
(two) extremes (Skt: anra~!J), perverse views (= 
not believing in karmic relribution, SkI: ku~1i ?), 
the view that holds to (the above) views, and the 
view that there is efficacy in (non-buddhist) pre
cepts and in (non-buddhists) ascetic practices (SkI: 
sila-vrara-paramada ~!J). 

Fifth are the twenty minor defilements (SkI: 
upakleSJis): anger (SkI: krodba), enmity (SkI: 
upanaba), concealing one' s misdeeds (Skt: ~), 
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anguish (SkI: pradlIsa), stinginess (Skt: mlitsarya). 
envy (SkI: irsylf). deception (SkI: mlIylf). fraudu
lence (Skt: SII!hya), injury (SkI: vibimsif). pride 
(SkI: macla), shamelessness (SkI: lIbrikya). non
bashfulness (Skt: anapatrlIpya). restlessness (SkI: 
auddbatya), melancholy (Skt: sty5na), lack of 
confidence (Skt: IISraddhya), laziness (SkI: 
kausidya), negligence (SkI: pramlIda), forgetful
ness (Skt: muwlaSIn!litif), disb:action (SkI: viqepa). 
and incorrect understanding (SkI: asadJprajanya). 

Sixth are thefourindcterminate (Skt: aniyatif) 
mental states: repentance (SkI: kau!qtya), drowsi
ness (Skt: middba), reflection (SkI: vitarka), and 
investigation (SkI: viciIra). These six groups of 
dharmas make up a total of fifty-one dharmas. 
[This ends the sublist of cairasika dbarmas, return
ing to the main list of five groups ofdharmas. Ed.] 

Third are the eleven material (rupa) dhar
mas: the eye, ear. nose, tongue, and body; forms, 
sounds. smells. tastes, and tangibles; and the 
physical matter included within the dbarma-llyatana 
(SkI: dbarmilvatanikiini rupBI:u). There are five 
kinds of this physical matter: exceedingly small 
matter. exceedingly unstable matter. matter that is 
drawn out by receiving (the precepts), matter 
which is generated in samiIdbi, and malter which 
arises through the illusory nature of existence. 
These are all physical matter which is included 
within the dbarma-llyarana. 

Fourth are the twenty-four types of objecl~ 
not (necessarily) associated with the mind (SkI: 
citta-viprayukta-samskifra}: acquisition (SkI: 
prapll). life (SkI: jivitendriya), similarity (SkI: 
nikllyasabhiIga), difference (Skt: visabblIga), the 
thougbtless absorption (SkI: asadJjifi-samapatll), 
the absorption of extinction (SkI: nirodba-samiIpal1I) 
being in 1he thoughtless absOlption (SkI: asaJi!jifika); 
names (SkI: nIIma.-klIya), words (SkI: pada-klIya), 
scntences (SkI: vyaifjana-klIya); birth (Skt: jiill). 
old age (Skt:jll!ll), stability (SkI: sthill), imperma
nence (SkI: anilyar§), progress (SkI: prav!tl1), 
distinction between cause and effect (SkI: ptati
niyama), union (Skt: yoga), constant change (Ski: 
jlIva), orderly progression within change (SkI: 
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anukrama). direction (SkI: defa). lime (SkI: klla). 
number (SkI: S8Ii1khyfl). hannony (SkI: sSmagn). 
and disbarmony (SkI: anyatMtva). 

Fiflb are Ibe six uncompounded (SkI: 
asarilsk{ta) dbarmas: space (SkI: IikMa). extinction 
through conscious effort (SkI: pratisarllkbya
nirodha), extinction not obtained Ibrough con
scious effort but througb natural causes (SkI: 
aprarisarllkbya-nirodba), extinction obtained 
Ibrougb a motionless state of heavenly absorption 
(SkI: fniiljya-nirodha). and extinction obtained 
through Ibe cessation of ideas and of sensations of 
an arbal (SkI: sariljifl-vedayitli-nirodha), and Ibe 
Absolute (SkI: tlitbatfl). These are the one hundred 
dbarmas. This is nothing olber Iban a systematiza
tion of all of the various dbannas. 

[17.J Question: What is the relationship of the 
three groups, the skandbas, the ayatJinas, and the 
dbltus, wbicb include all of the dbarmas of mind 
and of matter. with Ibis present scbema of one 
hundred dbarmas? 

Answer: Of these one bundred dbarmas, the 
mind. mental states. and Ibe dbannas of physical 
matter. are divided into Ibe five skandbas. 'lbe 
skandba of pbysical matter (riIpa skandba) is Ibe 
dharma of physical matter (riIpa dharma), and the 
two skandbas of sensation (SkI: vedanl-skandba) 
and Ibougbts (SkI: arIljifl-skandba) are mental 
Stales. 

The skandbaof consciousness (SkI: vijiflna
skandba) is the mind (citra), made up of the eigbt 
consciousnesses. All of Ibe other mental Slates are 
included wilbin Ibe skandbaofmental formations 
(SkI: sarIlsklra-skandba). Uncompounded dbar
mas (SkI: asarIlsDlqta dharma) are not included 
among the skandbas. 

As for the twelve lIyatJmas: Ibe twelve 
ayatJin8S are a full elaboration on pbysical matter. 
and is an abbreviated explanation of the mind. It 
may be known on the basis of Ibe above skandbas. 
The eighteen dbatus are a full elaboration on bolb 
pbysical matter and the mind, and they also include 
uncompounded dbarmas. 
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The main purport of Ibis Tradition is only to 
elucidate "cognizing-only" (Jpn: yuisbiki: SkI: 
vijilapti-mlrra). All of Ibe various dbarmas are 
cognizing-only, and there is not one dbarma wbich 
exists outside of Ibe mind. Thus did Ibe Great 
Master oflbe Tz'u-en Monastery. X'uei-cbi, say, 
"If Ibere are dbarmas outside of the mind, then 
there is transmigration in the round of birth and 
death; if one is awakened to the one mind, then 
birth and death will be eternally cast ofC." How
ever, if there is differentiation within Ibe various 
dbarmas, Ibis is only the permutations of cognizing
only. Apart from the consciousness there are no 
separate dbarmas. All spberes and realms of the 
mind (vi$ayasand dbiitus) are all subsumed within 
mind and consciousness (= citta and vijillna). 

In elucidating this teacbing, there are some 
five levels of cognizing-only. The rust is the 
consciousness whicb reject~ non-existence (= pari
kaJpitli views) and wbich resides in the actual (Jpn: 
kenkozonsbitsu sbila). This consciousness rejects 
parikaJpila views, whicb are empty, and abides in 
the truths of paratJinrra and parini$panna, which 
are real. 

The second is the consciousness whicb 
rejects the mixed. and which abides in the pure 
(Jpn: sbatan rujun sbiJa). In Ibis consciousness Ibe 
inner realm of paratJinlIa perception mixes wilb the 
external world. For Ibis reason it is cast aside, and 
it is only termed consciousness. 

The Ibird is Ibe consciousness which sub
sumes Ibe peripheral layers of Ibe mind into Ibe 
basic consciousness (Jpn: shlJmatsu ldbon shila). 
The two subsidiary aspects (of Ibe consciousness). 
Ibe mind as Ibe viewing agent (Skt: dadana-bbaga) 
and objective reality as Ibe consciousness (SkI: 
lak$lJ{I1I-bbaga) are embraced and are subsumed 
into Ibe more fundamental mind functioning as a 
self witness (Skt: sak$aCkari-bbaga). 

The fourth is Ibe consciousness which bides 
Ibe inferior and which manifests Ibe superior (Jpn: 
onretsu-kensblJ-sbikl). This consciousness bides 
Ibe interior mental states (SkI: caiwika dbannas) 
and manifests Ibe superior mind (cilia dbanna). 
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The fifth is the consciousness which rejects 
external characteristics and which becomes en
lightened to (the mind's) real nature (Jpn: kensi5-
shi5shi5-shila). This consciousness rejects the char
acteristics ofphenomenal,paraUllltnieVents, and is 
awakened to the true nature of cognizing-only. 
The first four of the above is the teaching of the 
cognizing-only of external characteristics, and the 
fifth is the cognizing-only of internal nature. 

In all there are four aspects to the functions 
of the mind: frrst is the external phenomena as 
perceived by the consciousness; second is the 
consciousness as perceiver; third is the conscious
ness as self aware; and fourth is the consciousness 
that affrrms its self awareness. The Bunryi5-ketsu 
says, ''The functional limits of the mind are of four 
distinct types. It is thus called 'the four-fold 
division' ,It 

However, four masters differ in their teach
ings with respect to this. First, the Bodhisattva 
Sthiramati posits only one functional aspect (to 
consciousness), that is, as the consciousness that 
affrrms its own self awareness. Second, the 
Bodhisattva Nanda posits some two functional 
aspects, that is, as external phenomena and as 
perceiver (of this phenomena). Third, the 
Bodhisattva Dignaga posits some three functional 
aspects, as external phenomena, as perceiver, and 
as self aware. Fourth, the Bodhisattva Dharmapiila 
posits some four functional aspects, that is, as 
given above. Now itis the teaching ofDharmap1i1a 
which exhausts the Truth (= is orthodox), and so 
the four functional aspects of the consciousness are 
posited (in the HossO Tradition). 

(External) characteristics in all their multi
plicity are conditioned by the mind, and so (this 
aspect of the consciousness) is termed "the portion 
of characteristics" (SkI: lak$ll{la-bhaga). As it is 
the object which conditions the above sphere (of 
perception), it is called "the seeing portion" (Skt: 
dafiana-bhaga). As it is able to condition this 
seeing portion, it is termed "the portion which is 
self aware" (SkI: sak$Btkari-bhaga). As it is able to 
condition this portion of its self nature, it is termed 
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"the portion that is aware of self awareness." Of 
these four, only "the portion of characteristics" is 
that which is conditioned, and it is without any 
thought of conditioning (something else). 

The next three portions are both condi
tioned and conditioner (= both subject and object 
of the conditioning). This is none other than the 
mind (cilta) with its eight consciousnesses, and 
mental states (SkI: cairasika dharrnas), each one of 
which has these four portions. Even though each of 
the eight consciousnesses has its own nature, they 
each have these four portions with respect to their 
functions. For this reason then each of the eight 
consciousnesses has these four portions. 

In its elucidation of the principles of Truth 
and ofError, this Tradition posits in all some Three 
Natures. First is the ParikaJpila Nature. This is the 
appearance of the characteristics of present, actual 
defIlements. This is also divided into three parts: 
the person who generates the deluded thought, the 
object of the deluded thought, and the delusion 
itself. The former two are included in paraUllltra, 
while the last one, the deluded clinging itself, is the 
appearance of the characteristics of present, actual 
defIlements. (The made of this is that) one terms a 
non-existent thing to be existent. This is empty, 
deluded clinging. 

Second is the Panltantra Nature. All of the 
various dharmas which arise from out of the four 
conditions exist by the harmonious coming to
gether of causes and conditions, and SO there is 
existence. 

Third is the Parini$panna Nature. The true 
nature of all of the dharmas are possessed in the 
three principles of Perfection, Attainment (Jpn: 
ji5jii; SkI: siddhI), and True Reality (Jpn: shinjitsu). 

Of these Three Natures, parikaJpita is erro
neous existence, paraUllltra is provisional exis
tence, and parini$pann8 is true existence. ParikaJ
pita is deluded clinging, and pararantra and 
parini$panna are the marvelous truth. These Three 
Natures are separate one from the other, and they 
are not confused with one another. Nevertheless, 
the phenomenal dharmas of paraUllltra existence 
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are not one with. nor different from. the true nature 
of parini~panna existencc. lis characteristics are 
not apart from its nature. and its nature is not apart 
from its characteristics. 

As a G/J/h/Jofthe Sanjii:iii(= the TriIlJm<a) 
says, when speaking of these Three Natures, 

Because there is parikaJpitJJ (discrimination) 
about this and tha~ 

there is parikaJpita thought about many and 
various different types of things. 

The sclf nature of parikalpitJJ clinging 
is nothing at all. 

but is gcnerated by the conditions of dis
crimination of the self nature of paratanlt8 
(discrimination). 

Parini~panna Nature is always far apart in its 
nature from that (i.e.. the parik8lpita), 

and so because of this it is not different from, 
nor not different from, PatatanIt8 Nature, 

as the nature of impennancncc, ele., is not 
without being seen in this and that. 

In opposition 10 these Three Natures. this 
Tradition elucid3les some Three Non-Natures. 
which are none other than thc opposites of the 
ParikaJpita, Paratantnl, and Parini$panna Natures. 
In this order these reveal the Three Non-Natures of 
Characteristics. of Arising, and of the Absolute 
Truth. As the Sanjii:iii says: 

Because there are these Three Natures, 
the Three Non-Natures are posited. 
The Buddha taugh~ in His hidden meaning. 
that all of thedhartnas are without any natures. 

FIrst there is no nature to Characteristics; 
next there is no nature through the process of 

Arising; 
and lastly there is a nature because it is far 

apart from the above mentioned 
clingings to self and to dharmas. 
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These above Three Natures are also not 
apart from consciousness. and so the Three Non
Natures are posited based upon the Three Natures. 

The J(J-yuisbild-ron says, "Know then that 
the Three Natures are also not apart from con
sciousness." II also says. "Because there are the 
Three Natures that we have spoken of previously, 
later to them there is established the three types of 
Non-Nature." 

All the cultivation of religious practicc in all 
of the various stages is to develop insight medita
tion into cognizing-only. The awakening attained 
in buddhahood is only awakening to cognizing
only. Thus. all of the various religious practices 
arise from out of cognizing-only. and the myriad 
of qualities are perceived based on cognizing-onJy. 

This Tradition teaches the permutation of 
the eight consciousnesses and the forming thereby 
of the four wisdoms. These four wisdoms are: flrs~ 
the great, petfect. mirror-like wisdom (SkI: /Jdada
jilfna); second, the wisdom that sees that all things 
are the same in nature (SkI: samalA:iilfna); third, 
the wisdom of marvelous insight (Skt: 
praryavck$anf:iilfna); and fourth. the wisdom that 
accomplishes the work that is to be done (SkI: 
k{tyfnus/hfna:iilfna). 

When one enters into the First Bbiimi, one 
brings about a change in the sixth and the seventh 
consciousnesses and attains the wisdom of marvel
ous insight and the wisdom that all things are the 
same in nature. When one attains to buddhahood, 
one brings about a change in the fifth and the eighth 
consciousnesses. and attains the gre~ petfe~ 
mirror-like wisdom and the wisdom that accom
plishes the work that is to be done. At this time the 
four wisdoms are perfected, and the marvelous 
fruit of the two permutations becomes clearly 
apparent 

There are four nirvanas in the truth to which 
one is awakened. First is the nirvana which is 
inherent in one's basically pure nature. Second is 
the nirvana with residue. Third is the nirvana 
without residue. Fourth is the nirvana in which 
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there is no abode. 
The rust of these four is also possessed by 

an ordinary person. The second and the third are 
also atlained by Wvakas and by pratyekabuddhas. 
Only a Tathiigata in the state ofbuddhahood fully 
possesses all four of these. These four are alto
gether called the realm (Skt: dhllI7lladharu) of 
purity. When the four wisdoms are added on to 
this, these go to make up the five dhllI7llas. The five 
dharmas and the three modes of existence (= 
bodies of the buddha, klya) mutually embrace one 
another. In the !o-yuishiki-ron, there are the opin
ions of two masters with respect to this. 

In the opinion of the rust master, the realm 
of purity and the grea~ perfec~ mirror-like wisdom 
go to make up the DhllI7llaklya; the wisdom which 
sees that all things are same in nature and the 
wisdom of marvelous insight constitute the 
SambhogaHya; and the wisdom that accomplishes 
the work that is to be done constitutes the 
NirmliI,Jwya. 

In the opinion of the second master, the 
realm of purity is itself the body pure in nature; the 
tangible characteristics on the surface of the four 
wisdoms is the body experienced for the benefit of 
oneself; the mode of existence manifested by the 
wisdom that sees that all things are the same in 
nature is the body experienced for the benefit of 
others. The mode of existence manifested by the 
wisdom that accomplishes the work that is to be 
done is the body of transformations. The wisdom 
of marvelous insight is the wisdom of the preach
ing of the Dharma which cuts off all doubts. The 
orthodox teaching of this Tradition regards the 
understanding of the second master as an authori
tative guide. 

Know then that the cultivation of the prac
tice of the five grades is gradually plumbed to its 
ubnOS~ and that the two types of hindrances as well 
as their influences are totally cut off and extin
guished. During three long asariIkhyeya kalpas all 
of the myriad of virtuous deeds are perfected, and 
are embraced within one moment of thought; in the 
swiflDess of buddhahood the eight deftled con-
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sciousnesses are changed and the four wisdoms are 
obtained. The marvelous result of the two permu
tations, and the three bodies are perfected. They 
are quiescent and yet shining brightly, brightly 
shining and yet clear. Further, all of the five 
vehicles are included (within this teaching), and 
each of the three vehicles are carried to their 
ultimate. The One Vehicle Teaching is an expedi
ent teaching, and the Three Vehicle Teaching is the 
Truth. Before the attainment of the wisdom of this 
true nature (= basic wisdom). the Truth is quies
cent; within the wisdom that is gained later, all 
sentient beings are universally converted. 

In the presentation of this teaching which 
relies on words, the Three Natures and the Three 
Non-Natures areas a suspended mirror (= clear for 
all to see). In the teaching that dispenses with 
words, the Four Sentences and the One Hundred 
Negations put an end to all discursive thoughts. In 
its evaluation of the internal natureand the external 
characteristics (of the dharmas), there is no Tradi
tion which is like unto this one. In the ultimate 
perfection of its principles, what Teaching can 
match this one? 

The full moon of the three bodies and of self 
awareness, and the light of the five vehicles which 
work for the conversion of others, is ever bright 
and clear. Both self awareness and the conversion 
of others is vast and profound. The teachings of the 
highest vehicles are perfect in its principles and in 
its truth. The teachings of the Hosso Tradition are 
in outline thus. 
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